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Abstract: The privacy of individuals included in the datasets must be preserved when sensitive datasets are published.
Anonymization algorithms such as k-anonymization have been proposed in order to reduce the risk of indi-
viduals in the dataset being identified. k-anonymization is the most common technique of modifying attribute
values in a dataset until at least k identical records are generated. There are many algorithms that can be used
to achieve k-anonymity. However, existing algorithms have the problem of information loss due to a tradeoff
between data quality and anonymity. In this paper, we propose a novel method of constructing a generalization
hierarchy for k anonymization algorithms. Our method analyses the correlation between attributes and gen-
erates an optimal hierarchy according to the correlation. The effect of the proposed scheme has been verified
using the actual data: the average of k of the datasets is 83.14, and it is around 1/3 of the value obtained by
conventional methods.

1 INTRODUCTION

When personal data has great potential for building
an efficient and sustainable society, there are issues of
privacy because it includes a lot of sensitive data such
as location information, purchasing history and med-
ical history. Breaches of privacy breach have been a
major concern for users of personalized services, both
online web services and offline real services. O2O
(Online to Offline) is a new direction for commer-
cial services; however, privacy concerns have become
greater due to the expansion of service collaborations.
Users become very concerned when they are diverted
to services they were unaware of having any relation-
ship with. In fact, some research results (Guha et al.,
2010; Korolova, 2010) have suggested that Internet
ads personalized with private data can leak users’ pri-
vate information.

Anonymization methods (Iwuchukwu and
Naughton, 2007; LeFevre et al., 2006; Byun et al.,
2007; He et al., 2012; Lin and Wei, 2008) are required
in order to preserve privacy as well as to maintain the
original utility of the data. This problem related to
a trade-off between anonymity and utility has been
the main issue anonymization research has had to
deal with and various anonymization algorithms have
been proposed. However, no universal criterion for
anonymization under various circumstances has been
provided so far.

Datasets generally consist of records including
some attributes that may identify individuals when
they are combined with other attributes such as age,
sex and address. k-Anonymization(Sweeney, 2002b)
is a major anonymization approach that use a con-
version algorithm from an original dataset to an
anonymized dataset that satisfies at least k records
have identical attributes. There exist some conversion
techniques for achieving k-anonymity: data addition,
noise addition and generalization(Sweeney, 2002a) as
well. Generalization is a method which replaces indi-
vidual attribute values with a broader category (e.g.,
age:26→ 26-30 or 21-30). Obviously, k-anonymity
is achieved by strengthening the degree of generaliza-
tion, even though this conversion leads to information
loss.

A generalization hierarchy is a configuration of
data used in the generalization process and it defines
the broader categories. A method to construct an ef-
fective generalization hierarchy under taking correla-
tions between attributes in account has been proposed
in this paper. Furthermore, we present a privacy risk
assessment tool in order to evaluate the efficiency and
k-anonymity of a dataset. Our experimental results
using an actual health examination shows the effi-
ciency of the proposed method.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: re-
lated work is presented in section 2. Technical terms
are defined in section 3. Section 4 introduces the al-
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gorithm we devised implemented as a tool. Further-
more, we clarify one issue of generalization which
cannot be solved by existing tools and propose a new
concept in order to solve it. Section 5 presents some
experimental results using our tool in order to verify
the effects of our concept. Finally, we conclude this
paper in section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

There are two major approaches to avoiding leaks of
private information from public databases: perturba-
tive methods and non-perturbative methods. Dele-
tion of the outlier records or cells and generalization
are common non-perturbation methods. As perturba-
tion methods, many techniques also have been pro-
posed. Noise addition, data swapping(Fienberg and
McIntyre, 2004) and microaggregation(Willenborg
and de Waal, 2001) are widely known. Moreover,
there are also many safety indexes of a dataset.

Differential privacy(Dwork, 2006; Dwork, 2008)
is a notion of privacy for perturbative methods that is
based on the statistical distance between two database
tables differing by at most one element. The basic
idea is that, regardless of background knowledge, an
adversary with access to the dataset draws the same
conclusions, whether or not a person’s data is in-
cluded in the dataset. That is, a person’s data has
an insignificant effect on the processing of a query.
Differential privacy is mainly studied in relation to
perturbation methods(Winkler, 2004; Dwork et al.,
2006a; Dwork et al., 2006b) in an interactive set-
ting, although it is applicable to certain generalization
methods(Kiyomoto and Martin, 2010).

Samarati and Sweeney(Samarati and Sweeney,
1998a; Samarati, 2001; Sweeney, 2002a) proposed
a primary definition of privacy that is applicable to
generalization methods. A dataset is said to have k-
anonymity if each record is indistinguishable from at
least k− 1 other records with respect to certain iden-
tifying attributes called quasi-identifiers(Dalenius,
1986). Clearly any generalization algorithm that con-
verts a dataset into one with k-anonymity involves a
loss of information in that dataset.

Minimizing this information loss thus presents
a challenging problem in the design of general-
ization algorithms. The optimization problem is
referred to as the k-anonymity problem. Meyer-
son reported that optimal generalization in this re-
gard is an NP-hard problem(Meyerson and Williams,
2004). Aggarwal etal. proved that finding an op-
timal table including more than three attributes is
NP-hard(Aggarwal et al., 2005). Nonetheless, k-

anonymity has been widely studied because of its
conceptual simplicity(Al-Fedaghi, 2005; Machanava-
jjhala et al., 2006; Machanavajjhala et al., 2007;
Wong et al., 2006; Truta and Vinay, 2006; Sun et al.,
2008).

For example, some techniques based on space
division(Iwuchukwu and Naughton, 2007; LeFevre
et al., 2006) and on clustering(Byun et al., 2007; He
et al., 2012; Lin and Wei, 2008) have been proposed
to achieve k-anonymity. In space division techniques,
the records are represented as points on a multidimen-
sional space, and the space is divided so that all of
the space has more than k records. kd-tree(Freidman
et al., 2009) or R-tree(Guttman, 1984) are usually
used as the methods to divide the space. These tech-
niques are fast, but the distance between the points is
not considered, so it is possible that points some dis-
tance away from each other are placed in the same
space, and that leads to information loss. In tech-
niques based on clustering, the distance between the
records is considered but all groups must include
more than k records. Therefore, the cluster area is
spread, and there is also the possibility of information
loss.

3 PRELIMINARY

In this section, the notations and definitions are intro-
duced.

3.1 Notation

The i-th record represents the ti and j-th attribute
as a j. Dataset D consists of multiple records T =
{t1, ..., ti, ..., tn} and attributes A = {a1, ...,a j, ...,am}.
Moreover, the value of a j of ti represents ti[a j], all val-
ues of a j represent T [a j] and all values of ti represent
ti[A]. So now we can describe D as follows:

D = {t1[a1], ..., t1[am], t2[a1], ..., tn[am]}
= {T [a1], ...,T [a j], ...,T [am]}
= {t1[A], ..., ti[A], ..., tn[A]}

When you generalize ti[a j] to t ′i [a j] in the condi-
tion of g, we express ti[a j]

g−→ t ′i [a j] and the rela-
tionship between ti[a j] and t ′i [a j] represents ti[a j] ≤
t ′i [a j]. When t ′i [A] = {t ′i [a1], ..., t ′i [al ]|∀t ′i [a j] : (t ′i [a j] =

ti[a j])∨ (ti[a j]
g−→ t ′i [a j])} we express ti[A]≤ t ′i [A] in a

similar manner.

3.2 Definition

The notion of a quasi-identifier is defined as follows.
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Definition 1 (Quasi-identifier) (Samarati,
2001; Samarati and Sweeney, 1998b): Let
T [a1, ...,am] be a table. A quasi-identifier of D is
a set of attributes {a1, ...,al} ⊆ A the release of
which must be controlled.

One example of a quasi-identifier is the date of
birth. It is not possible to identify a person by date of
birth alone but you may be able to do so by combining
it with other attributes like sex.

We define k-anonymity for quasi-identifiers as fol-
lows.

Definition 2 (k-anonymity) (Samarati, 2001;
Samarati and Sweeney, 1998b): Let
T [a1, ...,am] be a table and QI be the quasi-
identifers associated with it. T is said to satisfy
k-anonymity iff for each quasi-identifier qi ∈ QI,
each sequence of values in T [qi] appears at least
with k occurrences in T [QI].

4 PRIVACY RISK ASSESSMENT
TOOL

In this section, we explain the algorithms of the risk
assessment tool, which we designed and implemented
on the basis of the previous research(Basu et al.,
2015).

4.1 Overview of the Tool

This tool makes it possible to evaluate k-anonymity of
a dataset by simulating an adversary (Algorithm 3).
In order to simulate an adversary, we have developed
an iterative process to evaluate the re-identification
probabilities of records based on the knowledge of a
subset of the attributes. Data generalization, the dele-
tion of records or cells, and construction of a secure
dataset are also performed (Algorithm 1). When we
use this tool, we input a dataset D, the conditions
G, and background attributes of adversary AT T R.
In algorithm 1, a secure dataset D′ is made by D
and G. The privacy risk in a k-anonymous dataset
D′ is proportional to the probability that a record
can be uniquely identified in the anonymized dataset
when the adversary has knowledge of a certain set
of attributes from another dataset considered as back-
ground information. This statement can be reduced to
the fact that if there is any record in the anonymized
dataset that is unique for a certain set of attributes then
that record risks being re-identified if the adversary
happens to know the values of those attributes. Thus,
a data structure of D′ is constructed in algorithm 2 and
an attack simulation is performed in algorithm 3.

4.2 Basic Function

We explain the details of algorithms of the risk assess-
ment tool.

4.2.1 Construction of the Dataset

We give the dataset D and the conditions of general-
ization G to Construction(). We can delete records
or cells, and generalize attributes, and it is possible to
establish detailed settings, for instance deleting ∀ti[A]
such that (ti[QI1] = X)∧ (ti[QI2] = Y )∨ (¬ti[QI3] =
Z).

Algorithm 1: Construction(D,G): generalization in at-
tribute values.
Require: The k-anonymized dataset D, the condi-

tions of generalization G
1: for ∀tp[A](p = 1, ...,n) ∈ D do
2: if tp[A] meets the conditions of G then
3: tp[A]

G−→ t ′p[A].
4: D′← t ′p[A].
5: else
6: D′← tp[A].
7: end if
8: end for
9: return D′

4.2.2 Simulation of Adversary

We supply the dataset D and the attributes AT T R =
{attr1, ...,attrl} to be used for assessment to
indexRepeats(). indexRepeats() uses HashMap
and preserves the same number of attributes combi-
nations as tp ∈ D by using Kp = tp[attr1]|...|tp[attrl ]
as a key. We can achieve this function by using a hash
table, but we adopt the radix tree because then we do
not have to consider collision handling and the time
for search and insertion is O(Kp), which is relatively
small.

In attackSimulation(), we use
indexRepeats(D,AT T R) and perform a statis-
tical risk analysis. It is possible to quantitatively
determine the risk (=k-anonymity) in the actual attack
by assuming the attacker’s background knowledge.

4.3 Extension

We can construct a secure dataset and evaluate the k-
anonymity by using this tool. In algorithm 1, how-
ever, the condition of G is decided heuristically and it
may be not appropriate input. On the other hand, we
evaluated several datasets and found that correlations
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Algorithm 2 : indexRepeats(D,AT T R): indexing repeats
in attribute values.
Require: The dataset D, the set of attributes AT T R=
{attr1, ...,attrl}

1: Repeat detector RT ← empty radix tree.
2: for ∀tp[AT T R](p = 1, ...,n) ∈ D do
3: Kp← tp[attr1]||...||tp[attrl ].
4: if Kp ∈ RT then
5: RT.put(Kp,1+RT.get(Kp)).
6: else
7: RT.put(Kp,1).
8: end if
9: end for

10: return RT

Algorithm 3: attackSimulation(D,AT T R).

Require: The k-anonymized dataset D, an arbitrary
set of attributes AT T R

1: RT ← indexRepeats(D,AT T R).
2: for ∀rp ∈ D do
3: n← RT. get (Kp).
4: Pr(re id|Kp)← 1

n .
5: end for
6: return Cumulative Distribution of Pr(re id|Kp)

for all AT T R.

existed among the attributes. We propose an extended
algorithm which can help to decide G based on this
fact.

There is a correlation among the attributes of the
actual dataset, such as between age and height. In the
case of Table 1, we can use bottom coding and gen-
eralize the height under 150 cm. But there is a cor-
relation between height and age, and regarding Table
2, we can use bottom coding and generalize height of
the data where age is over 15 years and height is under
160 cm. The height of the data can also be delimited
more finely where age is over 15 years and height is
around 170 cm. Additionally, we can use top coding
for the height of the data where age is under 12 years
and height is over 160 cm. We now propose a gener-
alization method taking correlation into account as in
this example and assess the effects by experiment.

The method is as follows. First we select an
attribute for which we want to build a general-
ization hierarchy, then check the correlation with
other attributes. We can select various methods in
correlation() algorithm, which is based on cor-
relation coefficient, functional dependency and gen-
eral statistical information, for example. We next
construct a generalized hierarchy of attr f based on
attrg, which has the strongest correlation with attr f .
The construction rules are various, and in this paper,

Table 1: Height.

height(cm) population
140 1
145 5
150 13
155 27
160 17
165 23
170 38
175 25

Table 2: Age and height.

height age
(cm) 12 15 20
140 0 1 1
145 4 1 0
150 11 0 2
155 23 2 2
160 9 7 1
165 2 9 12
170 1 20 17
175 0 10 15

we divide the domain as each domain has over 2000
records. After that we adjust the domain size by using
adustment(). We explain adustment() algorithm
in the next section with an example. Finally, we delete
some records to fulfill the required conditions, k = 5
for example, and we can generate a high utility value
dataset. Algorithm 4 shows our algorithm and takes
as input the dataset D, attributes AT T R and a focused
attribute attr f . The algorithm examines the correla-
tion among the attributes and outputs a generalization
hierarchy of attr f and conditions of generalization G.
In this way, a more appropriate dataset can be con-
structed.

5 EXPERIMENT

We conducted the following experiment in or-
der to examine the difference between a dataset
which is generalized using our method and a
dataset which is simply generalized. Our ob-
ject was to construct an appropriate 2-anonymized
dataset in both experiments. We used part of
some actual medical examination data in this ex-
periment. The dataset includes |T | = 20708
and |A| = 91 as data, and we assume QI =
{birth,sex,height,weight,medicalhistory,smoking,
alcoholconsumption}. The elements of each attribute
are described in Table 3.
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Algorithm 4: Hierarchy Construction.

Require: The k-anonymized dataset D, an arbitrary
set of attributes AT T R = {attr1, ...,attrl} and a
focused attribute attr f .

1: for ∀attrq ∈ AT T R\{attr f } do
2: correlation(attr f ,attrq): Calculate the cor-

relations between attr f and attrq.
3: end for
4: Construct a generalization hierarchy of attr f on

the basis of attrg (Let the strongest correlations
with attr f be attrg).

5: for ∀attrq ∈ AT T R\{attr f ,attrg} do
6: adjustment(A generalization

hierarchy of attr f , the correlations
between attr f and attrq):Adjust the range
of attr f .

7: end for
8: return A generalization hierarchy of attr f and

the conditions of generalization G.

Table 3: Data for experiments.

QI elements
Birth (year) 1940, 1941, ..., 1996

Sex Male, Female
Height (kg) 128, 129, ..., 196
Weight (cm) 30, 31, ..., 165

Medical history Yes, No
Smoking Yes, No

Alcohol Consumption Often, Sometimes, Seldom

5.1 Evaluation Method

Birth, height and weight are attributes for which we
can construct generalization hierarchies, and our ap-
proach can be applied to them. In this experiment, we
focused on height and examined the correlation be-
tween height and other attributes. First, we selected
an attribute whose correlation with height was the
strongest from the attributes of sex, medical history,
smoking and alcohol consumption because they can
have only two or three values. We next divided the
range of height so that each domain has 2000 records,
which is 10% of all records, and then we checked the
correlations between height and the others. We de-
cided that the domains of other attributes also have
2000 records. Finally, we checked the correlations
between height and birth and between height and
weight, and divided the domains. For comparison, we
constructed a dataset where the domain of height was
divided into three groups, while the domains of birth
and weight were divided into two groups. After we
constructed these datasets, we used the privacy risk
assessment tool and evaluated them.

5.2 Experimental Results

We checked the correlation between height and
other attributes, and we decided attrg=sex in fig-
ure 1. The figure shows that the deeper the color
is, the greater the population is in the domain.
In consideration of this correlation, we divided
height as follows: if sex is male, -162(cm),163-
164,165-166,167,168, ...,176,177-178,179-, if sex
is female, -155(cm),156-157,158-160,161-164,
165-. The dataset we use has a higher propor-
tion of males, and the height of many records is
around 170(cm), but when we focus on the cor-
relation between height and medical history in
figure 2, medical history is distributed uniformly.
So we divided height as follows: if the answer to
whether or not there is a medical history is yes,
-157(cm),158-162,163-166,167-170,171-174,175-,
otherwise -155(cm),156-157,158-160,161-162,163-
164, ...,175-176,177-179,180-. We next adjusted
the boundary as shown in figure 3. The solid line
means the combination of plural domains and the
dotted line means the decomposition of the domain.
We decided that the final domains (the domains of
sex = male ∧ medicalhistory = yes) are combined
when the total number of domains (the number of
domains of sex = male and of medicalhistory = yes)
is less than 5 and otherwise the final domains can
be divided. This means, for example, there are 2000
records of medicalhistory = yes in the domain of
height = 171-174 and the proportion of males is
high, so we can divide the domain into 171-172
and 173-174 only if the records have sex=male
and medicalhistory=yes. It may seem that when
the number of attributes is large, this step must be
repeated again and again, but we divided the domain
by referring to the attribute which had the strongest
correlation.

We checked the correlation between height and
smoking and between height and alcohol consump-
tion, and divided the domains of height in the same
way, and constructed the generalization hierarchy for
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Figure 1: Correlation between height and sex.
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Figure 2: Correlation between height and medical history.
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Figure 3: Construction of hierarchy.
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Figure 4: The correlation between height and weight.

height. When constructing the hierarchy, care must
be taken so as not to generate conflict. When the do-
main 100-110 and 111-120 is created, the parent must
be 100-120, for example. We next checked the corre-
lation between height and weight. We can say from
the figure 4 that the weights of tall people tend to
be distributed uniformly, while on the other hand, the
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Figure 5: Generalization hierarchy.
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Figure 6: The result using the original method.
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Figure 7: The result using our method.

weight range for short people is wide but most of their
weights are almost the same. So we weakened from
-155(cm),156-157 to -157 in order to increase the pa-
rameter. Finally, we divided the birth value simply
into three parts because there is no relationship be-
tween height and birth. The generalization hierarchy
that we finally constructed is shown in figure 5. This
is the output of algorithm 4.

The assessment results are below. Figure 6 is the
result without considering correlation and figure 7 is
the result where correlation is taken into account.

The former result shows that the risk values for
many records are k > 200 and the maximum is k =
752, and this means the amount of information loss
is too large. Notice that the purpose of this experi-
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ment is to construct a 2-anonymized dataset. On the
other hand, the latter result shows that the risk val-
ues for many records are k < 100 and the maximum
is k = 340. This means that we have constructed a
dataset the risks of which records are distributed uni-
formly. Additionally, we decided on a focus attribute
(height in this experiment) first, and we can analyze
this attribute specifically.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a method for construct-
ing a generalization hierarchy based on an analysis of
correlations between attribute values and analyzed the
effect of the method using an actual medical exami-
nation dataset. We conclude that our method is an ef-
fective way to generate more practical k anonymized
datasets.
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